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RGB DYNASTRUT

The brand-new DUALBLADER iconic gaming mouse features a fully customizable
ergonomic and adjustable arched palm rest. Itʼs worth mentioning that DUALBLADER is
equipped the new evolutionary concept: DYNASTRUT design (patent pending). It provides
two deployments (claw / palm grip) through height adjustment for gamers to choose.
That makes gamers could change different styles while playing different game.
DUALBLADER simply optimizes the user experience perfectly whatever gamers play.

DUALBLADER also provides two sets of interchangeable side grips (large / small), four
detachable buttons and two size of palm rests. Gamers could use those components to
create the best setting what they need or fit.

Evolutionary DYNASTRUT Design

DUALBLADERʼs 12 programmable buttons are
fully configurable via the COUGAR UIX system,
which allowing gamers to set most three onboard
profiles, setting macros & shortcuts, and even
more secondary functions to reach the ultimate
gaming performance. DUALBLADER is definitely
the best choice for any game!

12 Fully Programmable
Buttons

By equipping the most advanced PMW3389 optical
sensor that supports up to 16000 DPI, DUALBLADER
is capable of delivering the perfect tracking and
high precision which makes you and mouse a
perfect combination in the intense gameplay.

Powerful 16000 DPI
Optical Sensor DUALBLADERʼs ULTRAFLEX cable has superior

flexibility that reduces the drag and
interference at all. It promises the more quickly
and smoothly swipe for the better control
performance.

Ultraflex Cable

Engineered to give gamers the unparalleled
performance within the intense gameplay,
DUALBLADER is equipped with high quality
mechanical micro switches, which is up to
60 million clicks. It not only brings the lowest
response time but also ensure the stronger
durability.

60 Million Clicks
Maximum Durability
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SPECIFICATIONS

Product Name COUGAR DUALBLADER gaming mouse

Game Type FPS / MMORPG / MOBA / RTS

Switching 60M gaming switches ( Left / Right click )

Sensor PMW3389 optical gaming sensor

Resolution 16000 DPI

Polling Rate 2000Hz

Software COUGAR UIX™ System

Programmable
Buttons 12

Maximum
Acceleration

50 G

1.8mCable Length

Min : 120 x 71 x 39 (mm)
         4.72 x 2.8 x 1.53 (in)
Max : 120 x 88 x 45 (mm)
         4.72 x 3.5 x 1.8 (in)

Dimension
(LxWxH)

Interface Detachable USB plug

Weight 99-107g ( without cable )

Maximum
Tracking Speed

IPS > 400

Product Number (P/N) 3M800WOMB.0001

JAN CODE 4541995034466

EAN CODE 4710483771002

UPC CODE 192554002279

Individual Size W/O Packaging Weight (N.Weight): 106g

Individual Packaging Weight (G.Weight): 579g

Individual Size W/O Packaging (LxWxH): 

Individual Packaging Size (LxWxH): 246 x 175 x 108 (mm)

PACKING DATA

120 x 88 x 45 (mm)

With the most convenient and intuitive
interface, COUGAR UIX lets gamers build
the customized function easily of all the
keys, it could also create macros setting
and unique backlight effects at the same
time. Besides, by switching different
modes and cooperating with programmable
buttons, it just makes various combos come
true and brings gamers more possibility to
set special functions on their own.

COUGAR UIX™


